INDUCTION
Room 125, John M. Clayton Hall
Sunday, November 14, 2004
5:00 p.m.

Presiding ................................................. Lisa P. Chieffo
President
Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Induction of Class of 2004
First-Semester Members in Course ........ President Chieffo
Burnaby Munson, Vice President/Secretary
Alpha of Delaware Chapter, Phi Beta Kappa

Remarks ................................................ President Chieffo

Dinner .................................................. (Room 119, Clayton Hall)

“Eureka Moments and Other Rewards of Research: ....................... Mark Barteau

PHI BETA KAPPA MEMBERS IN COURSE
November 14, 2004

Danielle Candace Clark
Andrea Michele Comegys
Lauren White Cox
Matthew Norbert Ealer
Amy Beth Eluto
Joseph Stephen Fotos
Brian Paul Gladnick
Rachel Marie Grove
Eva Bliss Koehler
Daniel Alan Mason
Kelly Ann McHugh
Kimberly Anne Miller
Tiphanie Patricia Miller
Adelyn Rae O’Hara
Alicia Lynn Oman
Carla Nicole Russell
Jane Marguerite Tippett
Courtney Michelle Todd